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ABSTRACT 19 

Catalytic upgrading of pyrolysis vapors from wheat straw over Na2CO3 impregnated γ-Al2O3 20 

was studied as a promising route to biofuels. The Na species were homogenously distributed on 21 

the support and created a basicity of ~0.02 mmol CO2/g catalyst, at 80% lower catalyst acidity. 22 

Analytical pyrolysis using a micro-pyrolyzer showed that Na-Al2O3 particularly decreased the 23 

yield of acids via ketonization, which was confirmed by feeding carboxylic acid model 24 

compounds. The presence of Na decreased the coke yield and catalyzed the coke combustion, 25 

decreasing the combustion temperature by ~100 °C. 26 

Subsequently, 100 g Na-Al2O3 catalyst was tested in an ablative bench scale fast pyrolysis unit 27 

where ~5 kg of wheat straw was pyrolyzed and the vapors passed the catalytic reactor during six 28 

reaction/regeneration cycles. In agreement with the micro-pyrolyzer results, Na-Al2O3 was highly 29 

effective in reducing the acidity of the bio-oils. Total acid numbers (TAN) as low as ~1-4 30 

mg KOH/mg could be maintained up to high B:C ratios of ~13. For a given TAN, this allowed 31 

operating to higher B:C ratios and provided higher oil yields compared to using acidic catalysts 32 

such as γ-Al2O3 and HZSM-5 zeolite for vapor treatment. At bio-oil energy recoveries of ~60-70% 33 

relative to raw bio-oil, the deoxygenation was comparable to the acidic catalysts. Operation to 34 

higher B:C ratios allowed increasing the energy recovery to ~85% relative to the non-treated bio-35 

oil while still obtaining a good deoxygenation performance of ~60%. Despite the hydrothermal 36 

conditions during reaction and oxidative regeneration, the activity of Na-Al2O3 was regained by 37 

coke combustion, the Na remained well dispersed on the support, and the catalyst maintained its 38 

capacity for CO2 adsorption at 500 °C after six reaction/regeneration cycles. 39 

1 INTRODUCTION  40 

Fast pyrolysis (FP) processes are generally flexible with respect to biomass feedstocks [1–8]. 41 

The integration of biomass-derived FP oils in existing oil refineries may allow to decrease our 42 
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dependence on crude oil and increase the share of renewables in the transport sector [9–12]. 43 

Unfortunately, the pyrolysis oil contains hundreds of different oxygenated species, which render 44 

the oil acidic and unstable. The acidity of untreated bio-oil causes severe corrosion in commercial 45 

operation [13] and separate feed lines and tanks with stainless steel cladding would be necessary 46 

for bio-oil processing in order to minimize corrosion [14,15].  47 

The fuel properties and miscibility with fossil feedstock can be improved via catalytic 48 

deoxygenation of the biomass pyrolysis vapors prior to condensation [12,16–24]. However, these 49 

improvements come at the expense of carbon loss as light hydrocarbons, CO, CO2, and coke 50 

[25,26]. Amongst the variety of catalysts tested for pyrolysis vapor up-grading (without hydrogen 51 

addition), microporous HZSM-5 zeolite is considered a suitable solid acid catalyst for the 52 

production of aromatics and gasoline range products from biomass derived pyrolysis vapors 53 

[27,28]. Nevertheless, rapid deactivation by coking occurs [18,29]. Beside other zeolites [30–33], 54 

acidic oxides like silica-alumina and -Al2O3 have been found active for deoxygenation of FP 55 

vapors [34–38]. In addition, basic oxides like ZnO and MgO are claimed to have good 56 

deoxygenation activity [39–43].  57 

The first use of Na2CO3 for production of upgraded pyrolysis oil was reported by Babich et al. 58 

[44], who impregnated chlorella algae with Na2CO3 solution and pyrolyzed the modified algae (20 59 

wt.% Na2CO3) at different temperatures. Although the oxygen content was not measured, towards 60 

increased pyrolysis temperature (450 °C), a similar energy recovery of the catalytic FP oil was 61 

obtained compared to the non-catalytic reference (~40%), while a clear decrease in (especially 62 

small) acids was observed by GC-MS, along with an increase in pH from 2.7 to 3.5. 63 

In continuation of Babich et al.’s work [44], a high activity of alkali modified amorphous silica-64 

alumina and alumina catalysts was reported for deoxygenation of pyrolysis vapors derived from 65 
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woody biomass [45–48]. Using a laboratory packed-bed pyrolysis unit, Zabeti et al. [48] found 10 66 

wt.% Na on amorphous silica alumina effective for deoxygenation of pinewood pyrolysis vapors. 67 

However, no significant changes in the content of carboxylic acids detected by GC-MS was 68 

reported. For a Na-based faujasite zeolite on the other hand, it was reported that acids and 69 

aldehydes/ketones were effectively removed [49]. Nguyen et al. [50] reported the deoxygenation 70 

of pine pyrolysis vapors using a packed-bed system as described in reference [48] over 20 wt.% 71 

Na2CO3/-Al2O3 at a biomass-to-catalyst ratio (B:C) of 2. While a severe drop in oil yield was 72 

observed from 41 wt.% to 9 wt.% and the yield of coke from biomass was 15 wt.%, the oxygen 73 

content (d.b.) and TAN of the oil decreased from 42 wt.% O and 119 mg KOH/g to 12 wt.% O 74 

and 4 mg KOH/g, respectively. In a later work, Nguyen et al. [51] tested different Na2CO3 loadings 75 

on an alumina support. FP vapors from sugarcane bagasse were generated in a fluidized-bed 76 

reactor (100 g/h feeding rate) and upgraded over a fixed bed of 20 g catalyst. Unfortunately, the 77 

final cumulative B:C ratio was not reported but the optimum performance was obtained using 25 78 

wt.% Na2CO3. The deoxygenation activity of the 25 wt.% Na2CO3/γ-Al2O3 catalyst was found 79 

comparable to HZSM-5 (Si/Al ~ 15), albeit the Na-Al2O3 catalyst showed a higher coke yield (4.1 80 

wt.%) compared to HZSM-5 (2.3 wt.%) and a lower yield of organic fraction (26.2 wt.% vs. 27.8 81 

wt.%).  82 

Xue et al. [52] tested five kinds of sodium salts (carbonate, silicate, aluminate, sulfate, and 83 

chloride) supported on γ-Al2O3 for the upgrading of pine pyrolysis vapors generated in a horizontal 84 

fixed-bed reactor (2 g biomass and 1 g catalyst). All salts effectively removed acids. The oxygen 85 

content was most effectively reduced when using Na2CO3 and Na2SiO2 for the impregnation. The 86 

-Al2O3-supported Na2SiO2 catalyst was suggested as the best performing candidate since it 87 

obtained a slightly higher oil yield compared to the other -Al2O3-supported Na salts. However, 88 
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the O/C ratio was slightly higher for the oil obtained using the Na2SiO2 impregnated catalyst 89 

compared to Na2CO3 impregnation and as such the benefit appears ambiguous.  90 

To the best of our knowledge, to date the stability of Na-Al2O3 catalysts has only been addressed 91 

for a single regeneration [45]. While Na content and textural properties were reported to remain 92 

stable, upgrading of FP vapors over the regenerated catalyst produced bio-oil with a higher oxygen 93 

content (~20 wt.%) compared to oil obtained over the fresh catalyst (12 wt.%). This was attributed 94 

to a change in the active hydrated sodium species during regeneration.  95 

In this work, the stability of the Na-Al2O3 catalyst was studied for extended 96 

reaction/regeneration cycles in a continuous FP set-up. Compared to earlier reported oil 97 

characterization by GC-MS, elemental composition, heating value and TAN, we conducted 98 

additional oil characterization by one- and two-dimensional 13C and 1H NMR, GCxGC, basic 99 

nitrogen determination, and thermogravimetric analysis in order to fully determine the chemical 100 

composition and fuel properties of the oils derived from wheat straw FP vapors after catalytic 101 

treatment with Na-Al2O3. In addition, we addressed the following research questions:  102 

i) What yields and oil quality can be obtained from deoxygenation of wheat straw FP vapors 103 

using a Na2CO3/Al2O3 catalyst in a continuous bench unit? 104 

ii) How is the oil yield and quality influenced by increased processing of FP vapors (i.e. 105 

increasing B:C)?   106 

iii) How does the performance of a Na2CO3/Al2O3 catalyst compare to frequently used acidic 107 

catalysts such as -Al2O3, HZSM-5, mesoporous HZSM-5, and HZSM-5/-Al2O3?  108 

These aspects need to be addressed in order to determine the frequency of regeneration needed 109 

to maintain a certain bio-oil quality in a parallel vapor-upgrading fixed bed scenario [53]. The 110 
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results obtained using the bench scale system were complemented by catalytic studies in a 111 

micro-scale reactor and a comparison between these two systems was attempted.   112 

2 MATERIAL AND METHODS 113 

2.1 Feedstock  114 

The biomass feedstock was obtained by downsizing wheat straw pellets using a hammer mill. 115 

For the bench scale investigations, a sieve fraction <1.4 mm was used, while for the micro-116 

pyrolysis (μ-Py) a sieve fraction of 106–250 m was used. The respective ultimate and proximate 117 

characterization for the two different sieve fractions are shown in Table 1. More details about the 118 

analysis methods of the feedstock can be found in references [18] and [54]. While the two fractions 119 

showed a comparable elemental composition on dry and ash-free basis (daf), the finer sieve 120 

fraction contained a higher amount of ash.  121 

Table 1. Properties of wheat straw used in micro and bench scale experiments. 122 

Proximate analysis 
wheat straw (0–1.4 mm) 

used for bench scale tests 

wheat straw (0.1–0.25 mm) 

used for μ-Py tests 

Moisture (as received (a.r.)), wt.% 8.8  7.1  

Volatiles (dry basis, (d.b.) wt.% 66.8  74.4  

Fixed carbon (d.b., by diff.) wt.% 18.5  15.8  

Ash (d.b.) wt.% 5.9  9.8 

Elemental composition (dry and 

ash-free basis (daf)) 

  

Nitrogen  wt.% 0.8  1.3  

Carbon  wt.% 50.4  48.2  

Hydrogen wt.% 5.6  5.0  

Sulfur  wt.% 0.1  0.1  

Oxygen  (by diff.) wt.% 43.1  45.4  

 123 

2.2 Catalyst preparation 124 

Extrudates of γ-Al2O3 were provided by Haldor Topsøe A/S and downsized prior to wet 125 

impregnation in excess water. For the addition of 20 wt.% Na2CO3, one part of Na salt was 126 

dissolved in water, after which four parts of γ-Al2O3 was added. The slurry was stirred overnight, 127 

poured in glass trays and dried in an oven at 105 °C. The catalyst was downsized to a range of 36–128 
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125 m for the tests with the μ-Py, while a larger sieve fraction of 250–850 m was used in the 129 

bench scale reactor. Prior to reaction, the catalyst was calcined in a muffle furnace under ambient 130 

air. The temperature was increased by 5 °C/min to 550 °C and the final temperature was held for 131 

5 h. Note that the catalyst used for the μ-Py and bench scale tests was prepared in two separate 132 

batches.  133 

2.3 Catalyst characterization 134 

The Na content was determined by XRF. The method was described in detail in our earlier work 135 

[18]. The Na distribution of the fresh and regenerated (after six reaction/regeneration cycles) 136 

catalysts was studied by scanning electron microscopy-energy dispersive X-ray spectroscopy 137 

(SEM-EDS). Samples were ground and sieved to <50 µm before adding them on a copper grid 138 

with lacey carbon film. A FEI Nova 600 NanoSEM equipped with a FlatQuad (Bruker, USA) EDS 139 

detector was used to image the particles and measure their elemental composition by mapping the 140 

entire imaged area. The microscope was operated in high vacuum at 6 kV acceleration voltage and 141 

a beam current of 0.62 nA. The sample was mounted at 10 mm working distance below the 142 

polepiece and approximately 4 mm under the annular FlatQuad detector. Particles were imaged 143 

with the Everhardt Thornley secondary electron detector at a magnification of 40000x and maps 144 

were acquired with a pixel dwelltime of 16 µs and image resolution of 800 pixels in X for a couple 145 

of minutes, to achieve a statistically significant number of counts (>10000). 146 

 N2 physisorption was carried out on a Quantachrome Novatouch apparatus at liquid nitrogen 147 

temperature. Prior to the measurement, samples were outgassed under vacuum at 350 °C overnight. 148 

The specific surface area (SBET) was calculated by the Brunauer-Emmett-Teller (BET) method in 149 

the relative pressure range of 0.05 to 0.3. The total pore volume (Vtotal) was calculated from the 150 

amount of adsorbed nitrogen at the relative pressure of p/p0 = 0.99. The Barrett-Joyner-Halenda 151 
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(BJH) pore size distribution was derived from the adsorption branch of the N2 physisorption 152 

isotherm for calculation of the volume and surface area of mesopores (20–500 Å pore width). 153 

Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of ammonia (NH3) and CO2 was used for 154 

characterization of the acid and base sites on the catalysts, respectively. The measurements were 155 

performed using a Micromeritics Autochem II 2920 Chemisorption Analyzer. Samples were pre-156 

treated at 500 °C (heating ramp: 10 °C/min) in 25 mL/min He for 1 h. The sample was then cooled 157 

to 100 °C and NH3 was adsorbed for 120 min (20 mL/min of 1 vol% NH3 in He) followed by a 158 

flowing He purge for 60 min. The NH3 desorption while heating the samples to 500 °C using a 5 159 

°C/min ramp in 25 mL/min He was recorded by a thermal conductivity detector (TCD). For the 160 

basic site measurement, samples were pre-treated at 500 °C (heating ramp: 10 °C/min) in 25 161 

mL/min He for 1 h. The sample was then cooled to 50 °C and 100% CO2 was adsorbed for 30 min 162 

(50 mL/min) followed by purging the sample with He for 60 min. Under the same flow conditions, 163 

the CO2 desorption during heating at 10 °C/min to 500 °C was recorded by TCD. NH3-TPD and 164 

CO2-TPD curves were normalized based on the sample mass.  165 

In order to investigate any differences in the CO2 chemisorption capacity under operating 166 

conditions (500 °C), TPD-MS tests were performed using an Autosorb iQ instrument (3P 167 

instruments) which was coupled to a Hiden QGA gas analyzer. 1 g of catalyst that was stored 168 

under ambient air conditions was packed in a U-shaped quartz reactor in between plugs of quartz 169 

wool. Under Helium flow (~40 Nml/min), the sample temperature was increased to 110 °C and 170 

held for 2 h in order to remove moisture. Then, the sample temperature was increased to 600 °C at 171 

10 °C/min in helium flow and any evolving CO2 (m/z = 44) was monitored with the MS. After 172 

heating to 600 °C, the sample temperature was lowered to 500 °C in helium flow, and the gas was 173 

switched to 100% CO2. After purging with CO2 for 30 min, the gas was changed to helium again. 174 
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After flushing with helium for 90 min, the temperature was again increased to 600 °C at 10 °C/min 175 

while monitoring evolved CO2.  176 

The weight change of the catalyst during heating was investigated using a thermogravimetric 177 

analyzer (Netzsch STA 449 F1 Jupiter ASC). About 50 mg of catalyst was loaded in an alumina 178 

crucible, and the temperature was increased at 10 °C/min until reaching 900 °C while maintaining 179 

a flow of 100 ml/min N2. 180 

The crystalline phases of the samples were examined by powder X-ray diffraction (Empyrean 181 

from Malvern Analytical). The catalyst samples were crushed and sieved <50 m before being 182 

pressed into pellets for analysis. The incident beam was generated using a Cu-anode of wavelength 183 

1.5418 Å (Empyrean Cu LFF HR). The diffracted beam was filtered through a monochromator 184 

and detected (PIXcel3D-Medipix3). During acquisition, samples were spun with 3.75 185 

rotations/min and the 2θ-angles was scanned from 7° to 60° in 0.0131° steps. 186 

A calcined Na-Al2O3 sample from the 100 g batch tested at bench scale and a spent catalyst 187 

sample that was recovered after six reaction-regeneration cycles was further investigated by in situ 188 

XRD and quadrupole mass spectrometry (QMS). The powder sample was loaded on a ceramic 189 

holder and mounted into a furnace with X-ray transparent beryllium windows (XRK 900, Anton 190 

Paar) situated within an X’pert Pro diffractometer (Malvern Panalytical) with a CuKα-anode. The 191 

diffracted beam was filtered through a monochromator. The sample was heated step-wise with one 192 

hour long XRD-measurements (2θ range 13 to 42°), at 110 °C, 250 °C, 350 °C and 600 °C in He 193 

flow (100 ml/min) at 1 bar. Subsequently the sample was cooled to 500 °C and kept for two hours 194 

with a flow of CO2 (74 ml/min) at 1 bar before changing back to He for 3 hours. Finally, it was 195 

heated to 600°C in He for two hours. The gas-exhaust was monitored using QMS supplied by 196 

Pfeiffer.  197 
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2.4 Pyrolysis units 198 

Sections 2.4.1 and 2.4.2 summarize the experimental conditions applied in the μ-Py and the 199 

bench scale system. The two scales should not be compared quantitatively, only qualitatively, since 200 

they operate at very different ratios of flow rate to catalyst mass. In addition, the bench-Py 201 

determines yields from condensed product while the μ-Py uses GC for vapor quantification, which 202 

will therefore mainly determine the lighter components. 203 

2.4.1 Micro-pyrolyzer (μ-Py) setup 204 

The μ-Py study was carried out using a single-shot tandem micro-pyrolysis system (Rx-3050tr, 205 

Frontier Labs, Japan) and the formed vapors were analyzed by a GC-MS/FID/TCD (see Fig. S1) 206 

using He as carrier gas at a flow rate of 60 mL/min and a split ratio of 1:56. A detailed description 207 

of the experimental set-up and experimental conditions of this study can be found in the work of 208 

Nolte et al. [55] and Eschenbacher et al. [54]. The top pyrolysis reactor and the bottom catalytic 209 

reactor were maintained at 530 °C and 500 °C, respectively. 0.59 0.01 mg of wheat straw was 210 

loaded into stainless steel sample cups and the cups (16 in total) were introduced into the pyrolysis 211 

reactor via an autosampler. The catalytic reactor contained a quartz tube loaded with a mixture of 212 

60 mg quartz beads (150–215 m, acid washed and calcined at 550 °C) and the catalyst (2 mg, 213 

36–125 m). The catalyst bed was secured between two quartz wool plugs and placed within the 214 

temperature-controlled isothermal zone of the tandem-reactor. After the reaction of 16 pyrolysis 215 

vapor pulses over the catalyst, the catalyst was regenerated by placing the quartz tube containing 216 

the catalyst into a muffle furnace and calcining the catalyst for 5 h at 550 °C (heating ramp 10 217 

°C/min). A repetition experiment processing another 16 pyrolysis vapor pulses was performed 218 

with the regenerated catalyst.  219 

For product analysis, the GC (Agilent 7890B) separation was completed using an initial oven 220 

temperature of 35 °C for 7.5 min followed by ramping at 10 °C/min to 300 °C. Condensable species 221 
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were separated using a medium polarity 1701 column (Agilent VF-1701 ms), identified by MS 222 

(Agilent 5977A), and quantified using FID based on calibration and molecular response factors 223 

(MRF), as elaborated in earlier work [54]. The products identified by FID were grouped into 224 

aliphatics (ALI), monoaromatics (MAR), di-aromatics (DAR), phenols (PH), aldehydes (ALD), 225 

acids (AC), ketones (KET), methoxy-phenols (MPH), furans (FUR), alcohols (ALC), and nitrogen 226 

containing compounds (N). Table S1-S11 provide an overview of the compounds contained in 227 

each product group along with their respective MRF.  228 

The light gases were separated using a GasPro column (Agilent GS-GasPro) and quantified using 229 

TCD. To test the repeatability of the product analysis, three biomass injections were performed 230 

replacing the catalyst with 2 mg of SiC as highly inert material. Table S12 lists the individual 231 

product standard deviations based on these three repeated injections. The char yields were 232 

determined gravimetrically by weighing the sample cups and biomass before and after FP in the 233 

μ-Py. Coke yields were determined by combustion of the coke in a TGA (Netzsch STA449 F1) 234 

coupled with an MS (QMS 403 D Aëolos®), following the procedure described in Eschenbacher 235 

et al. [54]. 236 

2.4.2 Bench scale pyrolyzer 237 

A description of the bench scale pyrolysis unit (bench-Py) can be found in earlier work [18], and 238 

a flow sheet is provided in Fig. S2. For this study, the flowrate of nitrogen carrier was set to 8.3 239 

Nl/min and the temperature of the pyrolysis section, cyclone section, hot gas filter, and catalyst 240 

bed was set to 530 °C, 450 °C, 350 °C, and 500 °C, respectively. Biomass was fed into the pyrolysis 241 

zone at ~3.5 g/min until a desired cumulative biomass-to-catalyst weight ratio (B:C) was reached. 242 

For the regeneration of the catalyst, it was first cooled down to ~150 °C in N2 flow before  replacing 243 

the flow with 2 vol.% O2/N2 and heating the bed to 550 °C at 1 °C/min. The final temperature was 244 

held for several hours before the nitrogen was stepwise replaced by increasing amounts of air. The 245 
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regeneration was assumed complete once no CO and CO2 were observed in the effluent gas stream. 246 

In total, six tests were performed (labeled A-F), and the catalyst was regenerated in between each 247 

test. Condensation was achieved by a three-stage condensation system consisting of i) a cold water 248 

bath at 4 °C, ii) an ESP for collection of aerosols generated during the initial quench, and iii) a 249 

series of impingers immersed in a dry-ice/EtOH bath at -60 °C. The dry gas was analyzed 250 

continuously for CO and CO2 by nondispersive infrared and O2 by paramagnetism and every ~10 251 

min a sample was analyzed by GC-FID/TCD for analysis of C1-C6 hydrocarbons and H2.  252 

2.5 Oil characterization 253 

The liquid products collected at the bench scale pyrolysis unit were kept refrigerated at 5 °C in 254 

order to minimize aging. For all tests, the condensed liquid product immediately phase-separated 255 

in an organic rich oil-phase—referred to as bio-oil within this study—and an aqueous phase. 256 

Karl−Fischer titration, elemental analysis, and GC-MS/FID was conducted for the oil and 257 

aqueous fractions according to the details described elsewhere [18]. The oil phase was further 258 

analyzed for total acid number (TAN) following ASTM D664, and the basic nitrogen content of 259 

the oil was analyzed following UOP Method 269-10.  260 

It is important to provide information on the charring behavior of the liquid products for 261 

comparison with literature and to assess how suited the bio-oils are for further processing [26]. In 262 

line with others [56,57], the evaporation behavior of the oils was studied by thermogravimetric 263 

analysis (TGA). About 20 mg of oil was loaded into a Pt crucible with lid shortly before start of 264 

the heating ramp in order to minimize the loss of volatiles. The temperature was ramped to 550 °C 265 

at 10 °C/min under N2 atmosphere (150 ml/min). The revaporization efficiency was defined based 266 

on the mass% of the loaded (water-free) bio-oil that was volatilized at 350 °C.  267 

A non-catalytic bio-oil and bio-oil that was obtained from vapor upgrading over a four times 268 

used and regenerated Na-Al2O3 catalyst at B:C ~4 was further characterized by GC×GC-ToF/MS 269 
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or−FID using a LECO® Pegasus 4DTM instrument. The instrument type and experimental 270 

conditions are described in more detailed in other work [SE-ART-12-2019-001254]. The 271 

NIST2008 mass spectral database was used of identification, and for quantification of different 272 

product groups, the FID was used. The compounds were classified into 13 groups: aliphatics 273 

(paraffins/naphthenes), monoaromatics (alkylbenzenes/naphthenobenzenes), di/tri-aromatics, 274 

carboxylic acids, pyrroles/nitriles, pentanones/hexanones, furanones/furfuryl alcohols, aliphatic 275 

ketone/other aliphatic oxygenates, indanones/benzofurans/dibenzofuranes, 276 

phenols/methoxybenzenes, methoxy-phenols, hydroxylated di/tri-aromatics, and dihydroxylated 277 

benzenes. The relative amount (FID area-%) of each compound class was estimated as the sum of 278 

areas of all detected peaks in that class divided by the total peak area of all compound classes.  279 

1H, 13C NMR and 2D HSQC NMR analysis was performed for selected bio-oils. Details of the 280 

used instruments and experimental conditions are provided in earlier work [18]. The quantitative 281 

13C integration was performed following the procedure suggested by Ben and Ragauskas [58], 282 

while taking into account the modifications suggested by Happs et al. [59].   283 

3 RESULTS 284 

3.1 Catalyst properties 285 

Isotherms and pore distribution from nitrogen physisorption are shown in Fig. S3. Note that the 286 

pores are in mesopore range (Fig. S3b) and as such the total pore volume and surface area are the 287 

same as the surface area and pore volume of mesopores. The Na impregnation decreased the pore 288 

volume and surface area from ~0.5 cc/g and >200 m2/g to 0.34 cc/g and 125 m2/g (see Table 2). 289 

A further decrease in pore volume and surface area was observed at the end of the bench-Py test 290 

series to ~0.28 cc/g and 100 m2/g. The Na addition to -Al2O3 decreased the pore volume of pores 291 

with pore width < 200Å while slightly more pores with pore volume >200 Å were formed (see 292 
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Fig. S3). Due to the small amount of catalyst used with the -Py, no post-reaction characterization 293 

was attempted.  294 

The NH3-TPD and CO2-TPD results for the catalysts that were prepared and tested at bench 295 

scale are shown in Fig. 1, while the characterization by NH3-TPD for the catalysts tested at micro-296 

scale is provided in Fig. S4. The impregnation with Na2CO3 severely reduced the number of acid 297 

sites (by ~80%), with only very weak (desorption at 100-200 °C) and medium (desorption at 200-298 

400 °C) acid sites remaining (see Fig. 1a). The calcination in dry air at 550 °C increased the acidity 299 

only slightly for the dried Na-Al2O3. After six reaction-regeneration cycles at bench-scale, the 300 

concentration of acids sites with weak to medium strength (desorption at 100-300 °C) increased 301 

from 0.06 mmol/g to 0.11 mmol/g. At the same time, many basic sites with weak to medium 302 

strength have been lost during the reaction-regeneration cycles, and only strong basic sites 303 

(desorbing CO2 between 250-500 °C) remained (Fig. 1b).  304 

As such, it appears that over the course of the catalytic testing, basic (Na) species transformed 305 

into other species, possibly facilitated by the reducing conditions and steam present under reaction 306 

conditions.  307 

The catalyst characterization by TGA is shown in Fig. S5. The main weight loss for the -Al2O3 308 

support occurred at ~95 °C, attributed to atmospheric moisture, and the mass continued to decrease 309 

at a lower rate with increasing temperature, which is attributed to phase changes accompanied by 310 

dehydration [60–62]. The impregnated and dried Na-Al2O3 catalyst on the other hand shows four 311 

more decomposition peaks at ~250 °C, ~325 °C, ~710 °C, and ~870 °C, which can be attributed 312 

to the decomposition of different Na2CO3 species on the -Al2O3 surface. After calcination of the 313 

catalyst, the intensity of the weight losses at ~250 °C, ~325 °C, and ~710 °C had decreased 314 

appreciably, while the feature at ~870 °C remained the same. After three reaction/regeneration 315 
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cycles, the observed features for the dried, and the dried and calcined samples had disappeared 316 

completely and the weight loss resembled more closely the TGA of the -Al2O3 support, i.e. only 317 

dehydration. Thus, the TGA analysis is in agreement with the observed changes in CO2-TPD. We 318 

note that the calcined Na-Al2O3 catalyst desorbed CO2 at ~250 °C, at which also a weight loss was 319 

observed in TGA (Fig. S5). It is worth mentioning that the difference in weight loss between -320 

Al2O3 and dried Na-Al2O3 in the temperature range of 400-700 °C roughly agrees with a calculated 321 

mass loss of 8.3% for the decomposition of Na2CO3 into Na2O and CO2. The difference between 322 

calcined Na-Al2O3 and -Al2O3 was lower (4-6 mass%), and after multiple reaction/regeneration 323 

cycles the difference in weight loss between the Na-Al2O3 and -Al2O3 was only 1-2%, which is 324 

attributed to differences in moisture content. Nguyen et al. [46] had reported a difference in weight 325 

loss between -Al2O3 and calcined Na-Al2O3 of 8.4 mass%. Both CO2 and water were observed 326 

during the weight loss, which suggested that the Na on the calcined catalyst was present as a 327 

hydrated carbonate phase, raising the question if Na2CO3 is completely decomposed into Na2O 328 

and CO2 during calcination at 550 °C and to what extent (and how rapid) Na2O may take up 329 

moisture and CO2 from ambient air.  330 

Assuming that the impregnated Na2CO3 decomposes to Na2O and CO2 during calcination, a 331 

theoretical Na load of 9.5 wt.% is calculated. The elemental analysis by XRF determined Na 332 

loadings of 9.1 wt.% and 9.6 wt.% for the catalysts prepared for the -Py tests and bench scale 333 

tests, respectively, which is in good agreement with the theoretical loading. We note a discrepancy 334 

to the Na content reported for 20 wt.% Na2CO3/γ-Al2O3 in the work by Nguyen et al. [45], since 335 

the Na content in their case was reported as ~4.5 wt.%.  336 

 337 
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Table 2. Physicochemical characterization of -Al2O3, and Na impregnated -Al2O3 tested in the μ-Py. 338 
Textural parameters were derived from nitrogen adsorption data. Acidity and basicity was determined by 339 
temperature programed desorption of ammonia and CO2, respectively. Numbers in brackets indicate values 340 
that were determined after six reaction/regeneration cycles. 341 

 -Al2O3 Na-Al2O3 (-Py) Na-Al2O3 (bench-Py) 

Vtotal at p/p0 =0.99 0.56 (0.49) 0.38 0.34 (0.28) 

BET area [m²/g] 268 (212) 113 125 (100) 

Acidity [mmol NH3/g] 0.30 (0.31) 0.06 0.06 (0.11) 

Basicity [mmol CO2/g] 0.004 0.021 0.018 (0.002) 

 342 

 343 

Fig. 1. (a) Temperature programmed desorption (TPD) of ammonia for parent -Al2O3 (black) and Na2CO3 344 
impregnated -Al2O3 after impregnation and drying (red), calcination (blue), and six reaction/regeneration 345 
cycles (green). (b) TPD of CO2. The legend in Fig. 1a also applies for Fig. 1b.  346 

The XRD analysis (Fig. S6) shows that compared to the background pattern of the -Al2O3 347 

support, additional peaks arise for the calcined Na-Al2O3 catalyst (prior to catalytic tests). The 348 

majority of the additional Bragg reflections correspond to Na2CO3 and hydrated Na2CO3, 349 

suggesting that the catalyst re-adsorbed CO2 and H2O after calcination.  350 

 351 

3.2 Product distribution – μ-Py 352 

Table S13 shows the structure of the 34 most prevalent compounds that were identified in the 353 

FP vapors generated in the -Py system. All compounds contain at least one oxygen functionality. 354 
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Aldehydes (ALD), ketones (KET), and furanic (FUR) compounds were the most prevalent 355 

compound types, followed by esters (EST) and methoxyphenols (MPH). Phenols (PH) and MPH 356 

are attributed to the decomposition of the lignin component of wheat straw, while anhydrosugars 357 

and smaller oxygenates result from the pyrolysis of hemicellulose and cellulose  [63–65]. For the 358 

catalytic vapor upgrading, the change in product distribution was monitored for each biomass 359 

injection. Then, the integral yields at a certain cumulative weight ratio of injected biomass (daf) to 360 

loaded catalyst (2 mg) were calculated. For a series of 16 biomass injections of ~0.5 mg wheat 361 

straw (daf) per injection, a cumulative B:C ratio of ~4 was reached. Fig. S7 shows a comparison 362 

for the first and 16th biomass injection when using -Al2O3 as a catalyst. Fewer species were 363 

observed in the chromatogram for the first injection compared to the 16th injection, especially the 364 

compounds with higher MW eluting after ~17.5 min. This observation is in line with an effective 365 

cracking of the pyrolysis vapors. For the first injection, the vapors contain a few simple oxygenates 366 

(FUR and KET) with one oxygen functionality and simple aromatics. Due to catalyst deactivation, 367 

the 16th injection (B:C = 3.6–3.9) shows a large number of highly oxygenated compounds 368 

containing at least two oxygen atoms such as acids, esters, methoxy-phenols, and di-ketones, 369 

which are also observed when replacing the catalyst with a highly inert SiC (Fig. S7). 370 

Compared to -Al2O3, Na-Al2O3 yielded less aromatics and more ketones (e.g. acetone and 371 

cyclopentenones) from the first biomass injection (Fig. S8). This can be explained by a decreased 372 

activity for catalytic cracking due to the reduced acidity compared to -Al2O3. Na-Al2O3 showed 373 

an increased activity for ketonization, which is the conversion of two organic acids to a ketone 374 

while oxygen is removed in the form of water and CO2 [66–70]. Since CO2 is one of the reaction 375 

products, it may poison strong base sites and make them unavailable for ketonization reaction. As 376 

the CO2-TPD showed (Fig. 1b), even after repeated reaction/regeneration cycles some base sites 377 
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remained that desorb CO2 below the reaction temperature (500 °C), which should thus be available 378 

for ketonization in the presence of CO2. The ketonization reaction is beneficial as the formed 379 

ketones can be further converted to produce longer-chain hydrocarbons via aldol 380 

condensation/hydrogenation [71,72]. An increased concentration of di-methylated 381 

cyclopentenones and long chain compounds such as 2-heptadecanone observed in the Na-Al2O3 382 

treated vapors suggests the occurrence of coupling reactions. When comparing the chromatograms 383 

for the 16th biomass injection obtained with -Al2O3 and Na-Al2O3, it becomes clear that in contrast 384 

to Al2O3, Na-Al2O3 was still active in converting acids and showed higher concentrations of certain 385 

ketones, e.g. (methyl-) pentanedione and butanedione.  386 

Fig. 2 shows the carbon yields of the different product groups for each biomass injection as a 387 

function of increasing B:C. For -Al2O3, a rapid breakthrough of acids, ketones and aldehydes is 388 

observed which reach a constant yield at B:C ~2. The yield of methoxyphenols on the other hand 389 

continued to increase as B:C increased. For Na-Al2O3, the yield of ketones is high and stable from 390 

the beginning. The yield of ALD remained lower compared to -Al2O3 and most noticeable, the 391 

conversion of acids and methoxyphenols improved for the Na modified -Al2O3.    392 
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 393 

Fig. 2. Carbon yields of the different product groups. The abbreviations in the legend refer to aliphatics 394 
(ALI), monoaromatics (MAR), phenols (PH), aldehydes (ALD), acids (AC), ketones (KET), methoxy-395 
phenols (MPH), furans (FUR) and alcohols (ALC). 396 

Table 3 summarizes the (cumulative) product yields of vapors, gas, and coke at B:C ~4. The 397 

char yield was 18.3 wt.% (0.08) of fed wheat straw (daf), which is in agreement with char yields 398 

of 18-21 wt.% (daf) obtained for the same feedstock and pyrolysis temperature at the bench scale 399 

FP unit [18,19,73]. Higher gas yields were attained for Na-Al2O3 compared to -Al2O3 . The coke 400 

yield was 1.5 wt.% of fed biomass for Na-Al2O3 while it was 2.7 wt.% for Al2O3, which explains 401 

why Al2O3 deactivates more rapidly than Na-Al2O3 as observed from the differences between the 402 

16th injections of the two catalysts (see Fig. S7 and S8). Lower yields of ALD, AC, MPH, and 403 

FUR and higher yields of KET and ALC were obtained for the Na-Al2O3 compared to -Al2O3. It 404 

is worth pointing out that the overall yield of compounds with ketone functionalities was highest 405 

in the non-catalytic case (Table 3). To discern the ketonization activity, the ketone product group 406 

was further divided into two subgroups: 407 
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i) ketones with multiple oxygen functionalities such as hydroxy-ketones, di-ketones, and 408 

cyclopentenone- and cyclopentanone –derivatives with two or more oxygen functionalities, and  409 

ii) linear ketones and cyclopentenone- and cyclopentanone –derivatives with a single oxygen 410 

functionality.  411 

A full list of the compounds contained in the two ketone subgroups is provided in Table S14. 412 

The ketones observed in the non-catalytic case are predominantly contained in group i), but some 413 

acetone and cyclopentenone is already present in the non-catalytic vapors, which were grouped as 414 

group ii) ketones. Cyclopentenones originate from the decomposition of carbohydrates in the 415 

biomass [74] and the presence of alkalines such potassium during fast pyrolysis can further 416 

enhance these minor carbohydrate-derived products [75]. The ketones with single oxygen 417 

functionality, especially linear ketones, are considered ketonization products. This subdivision 418 

shows that both -Al2O3 and Na-Al2O3 decreased the yield of highly oxygenated group i) ketones 419 

at a cumulative B:C of ~4, as shown in Table S15. While no increase in the yield of group ii) 420 

ketones was observed for -Al2O3, the yield of simple ketones increased from 1.4 wt% for the 421 

blank test (SiC) to 2.4 wt% when using  Na-Al2O3, which in combination with the effective 422 

conversion of acids is a strong indication for ketonization.  423 

Evidence for the ketonization activity of Na-Al2O3 was obtained by feeding acetic acid, 424 

propionic acid, and a 50/50 vol% mix of the two acids over Na-Al2O3 at 500 °C. As seen by the 425 

FID chromatograms in Fig. S9, acetone was the main product when feeding acetic acid, 3-426 

pentanone was the main product when feeding propionic acid, and 2-butanone was the main 427 

product of the mixture while about the same amount of acetone and 3-pentanone were also 428 

produced. Ketonization of acetic acid with propionic acid thus gives 2-butanone, while at the same 429 
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time self-condensation of acetic acid (yielding acetone) and self-condensation of propionic acid 430 

(yielding 3-pentanone) take place. 431 

Table 3. Product yields (wt.% of fed biomass (daf)) at B:C ~4. Results obtained with SiC as a highly inert 432 
solid shown for reference. Vapors, gas, and coke were quantified by GC-FID, GC-TCD, and TGA, 433 
respectively. Char yield was 18.3 wt.% (0.08) for all tests.  434 

 vapors gas coke 

 ALI MAR PH ALD AC KET MPH FUR ALC CO CO
2
 C

1-3
 C

2-3=
 C

4
+  

SiC 0.1 0.0 0.3 1.8 2.4 3.9 0.9 0.9 0.7 7.1 17.1 0.1 0.3 0.3 ~0 

-Al
2
O

3
 0.2 0.2 0.3 2.3 1.7 2.6 0.3 1.1 0.6 8.4 17.2 0.1 0.6 0.6 2.7 

Na-Al
2
O

3
 0.1 0.2 0.3 1.5 0.3 3.5 0.3 0.4 0.9 10.3 18.0 0.0 1.3 1.0 n.d. 

Na-Al
2
O

3 

(after single 

use and 

regenerated) 

0.2 0.1 0.3 1.5 0.1 3.5 0.1 0.4 1.2 9.5 18.0 0.1 1.1 0.9 1.5 

 435 

The elemental composition of the char from the μ-Py was assumed to be the same as determined 436 

in bench scale; namely 80 wt.% C, 4 wt.% H, 2 wt.% N, and 14 wt.% O (by difference) on a daf 437 

basis. Thus, the carbon recovery of char was ~31 wt.% for all tests. The carbon closure (Table 4) 438 

was ~61 wt.% for the non-catalytic case, while it was improved slightly to ~63-66% when using a 439 

catalyst due to the increased carbon recoveries of gas, vapors and coke. The missing carbon is 440 

attributed to i) non-identified compounds in the FID chromatogram and ii) deposits of oligomeric 441 

species with highly reactive functionalities that may polymerize and deposit at the interface 442 

between the reactors (300 °C), the GC-inlet (270 °C), and the guard column inlet [54]. Larger scale 443 

catalytic experiments, discussed under section 3.3, are thus indispensable for the assessment of the 444 

elemental composition and quality of the bio-oil. Nevertheless, the differences in deactivation, 445 

based on the breakthrough of primary pyrolysis vapors and differences in products can be 446 

compared for different catalysts using the micropyrolyzer. Table 4 summarizes the obtained 447 

product carbon recoveries. For -Al2O3, the cumulative C recovery of the vapors at B:C ~4 was 448 

11.5%, which is close to SiC and can be explained by the rapid deactivation of the catalyst. For 449 
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Na-Al2O3 the carbon recovery of vapors was lower (9.4%), which can be attributed to the elevated 450 

gas yields. As indicators for the fuel properties upon condensation of the vapors, Table 4 lists the 451 

wt.% acidity, the oxygen content, the higher heating value (HHV), and the effective hydrogen 452 

index (EHI) for the vapors. The oxygen content and the acidity of the GC-identified vapors was 453 

calculated as  454 

𝑤𝑡. % 𝑂 =  
mass of oxygen in vapors

mass of vapors
, and  455 

𝑎𝑐𝑖𝑑𝑖𝑡𝑦 =  
yield of acids in vapors

mass yield of vapors
.  456 

The EHI is a calculated indicator of the ‘net’ H/C ratio of a feed after debiting the feed's hydrogen 457 

content for complete conversion of heteroatoms to NH3, H2S, and H2O according to 458 

𝐸𝐻𝐼 =  
𝐻−2𝑂−3𝑁−2𝑆

𝐶
 [76].  459 

Overall, Na-Al2O3 produced vapors with highly reduced acidity and moderate deoxygenation 460 

(due to ketonization). The heating value of the accumulated vapors at B:C ~4 improved from 24.6 461 

MJ/kg for the non-catalytic SiC to 27.0 MJ/kg and ~29 MJ/kg when -Al2O3 and Na-Al2O3 was 462 

used as a catalyst, respectively. For -Al2O3 and Na-Al2O3 the HHV of the treated vapors decreased 463 

from 30.1 and 29.8 MJ/kg to 26.3 and 29.1 MJ/kg for the first and 16th vapor pulse, respectively.  464 

Favorably, EHI >1 was obtained with Na-Al2O3, which is expected to reduce the coking 465 

propensity upon further processing of the condensed oil by fluid catalytic cracking (FCC). The 466 

performance of the Na-Al2O3 after a single oxidative regeneration cycle was comparable to its 467 

initial use (Table 4, Fig. S10), and the yield of the identified acids (acetic and propionic acid) was 468 

even lower for the regenerated catalyst (0.04 wt.% of fed biomass) compared to its initial use 469 

(0.29 wt.%). 470 
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Table 4. Carbon balance and vapor properties. For SiC, the vapor properties were determined from three 471 
biomass injections. For vapor treatment with -Al2O3 and Na-Al2O3, the properties are reported for the 472 
accumulated vapors of 16 biomass injections corresponding to B:C ~4.   473 

 Carbon recovery Cumulative vapor properties 

 
C-% 

vapors 

C-% 

gas 

C-% 

coke 

Acidity 
vapors 

(wt.%) 

wt.% 
O 

vapors 

HHV* 

of 

vapors 
[MJ/kg] 

EHI† 

vapors 

SiC 12.6 17.3 ~0 22.1 37.1 24.6 0.67 

-Al
2
O

3
 11.5 19.9 4.3 17.6 32.6 27.0 0.88 

Na-Al
2
O

3
 9.4 21.8 n.d. 3.6 30.0 28.7 1.01 

Na-Al
2
O

3 

(after single use 

and regenerated) 
9.4 20.3 3.1 0.7 28.9 29.4 1.06 

*calculated based on CHNO content of vapors according to correlation reported by Channiwala and Parikh [77]. 474 
†calculated based on definition by Chen et al. [76]. 475 

3.3 Product distribution – bench scale pyrolysis unit  476 

Six tests were performed using the bench scale FP unit denoted by A-F in chronological order. 477 

Tests A, B, and C were performed to investigate the change in oil yield and energy recovery 478 

towards increasing biomass to catalyst ratio (up to B:C = 12.7). Tests D and E were performed to 479 

test the catalyst stability, since test A, D, E were all stopped at B:C ~4. Finally, test F was 480 

performed to repeat the operation to high B:C > 10. Fig. 2 shows the obtained product yields with 481 

respect to the fed biomass and includes two non-catalytic references obtained with an empty 482 

catalytic reactor or ~100 g SiC. The mass balance closure was in the range 92-97% (standard 483 

deviation 1.7%), and the missing mass is attributed to char accumulations in the system, and 484 

volatilization prior to weighing of the condensation equipment. The inline catalytic treatment with 485 

Na-Al2O3 only slightly increased the dehydration and decarbonylation, while a pronounced 486 

increase in decarboxylation was observed with 7.6-10.7 percentage point higher CO2 yields 487 

compared to the empty reactor reference (Fig. 2). This is in agreement with observations by 488 

Nguyen et al. [46] who noted an increase in CO2 yields from 5 to 12 wt.%. A decrease in the molar 489 

CO/CO2 ratio from 0.66 to 0.60 was also observed in this study using the -Py. 490 
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Upon contact of the catalyst (at operating  temperature) with the FP vapors, the bed temperature 491 

increased by ~30 °C due to exothermic reactions after which the temperature slowly decreased 492 

(see Fig. S11). Significantly higher hydrogen concentrations in the gas resulted when using Na-493 

Al2O3 compared to -Al2O3. The initially high CO2 and H2 concentration in the gas continued to 494 

decrease with time-on-stream, while the concentration of CO increased (see Fig. S11). The yields 495 

of H2, CO, and CO2 for the first use Na-Al2O3 (run A) was 0.6, 8.6, and 22.1 wt.%, respectively, 496 

while for repetitions D and E, the yield of H2, CO, and CO2 was 0.3, 9.1, and 20.5 wt.%, 497 

respectively. For comparison, the yield of H2, CO, and CO2 when using -Al2O3 as catalyst was 498 

0.15, 9.8, and 13.7 wt.%, respectively. The lower CO and higher CO2 and H2 yields compared to 499 

-Al2O3 catalyst could indicate water gas shift (WGS) activity of the Na-Al2O3 catalyst, which is 500 

in line with an observed promoter effect of Na for WGS activity [78,79]. 501 

It is further noteworthy that the coking propensity of the Na-Al2O3 catalyst decreased after 502 

multiple reaction/regeneration cycles. This can be seen by comparing the coke yields of run A, D, 503 

E at B:C ~4 and will be discussed in more detail in section 3.5. At the same time, the yield of liquid 504 

range organics increased, while the O content of the liquid surprisingly did not increase, as 505 

discussed more in sections 3.4 and 3.7. 506 

The non-catalytic reference of SiC and empty reactor show lower gas yields and higher yields 507 

of oil phase, but also much higher losses of organics to the aqueous phase, which is often 508 

considered wastewater. The yield (relative to fed biomass), of the aqueous phase, its water content, 509 

carbon concentration, and the carbon recovery with respect to fed biomass carbon in aqueous phase 510 

are summarized in Table S16. The water content and carbon content of the aqueous phase was 68 511 

wt.% and 16 wt.% for the empty-reactor case, while for the catalytic runs the water content 512 
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increased above 92 wt% and the carbon content of the aqueous phase decreased to 3-5 wt% (see 513 

Table S16). 514 

 515 

Fig. 3. Product yields based on fed biomass (daf) when passing wheat straw pyrolysis vapors over Na-516 
Al2O3. The designation A-F in the legend indicates the order of the performed tests, with the catalyst being 517 
regenerated in between each run. Product distribution for SiC (500 °C) and empty catalytic reactor shown 518 
for reference. The char yield was 18.71.1wt.%.  519 

3.4 Properties of condensed liquid 520 

Table 5 presents an overview of the bio-oil properties along with the B:C ratio at which the oil 521 

was obtained and the experiment order . The moisture content of the phase-separated bio-oils was 522 

reduced from 11-15 wt.% to 4-9 wt.% after catalytic upgrading. The carbon content of the oils 523 

increased from 63 wt.% (empty reactor) to ~78 wt.% upon use of catalyst, while the oxygen content 524 

was reduced from 21-27 wt.% to 9-14 wt.%. While no complete deoxygenation was obtained at 525 

B:C ~4, the oxygen content remained fairly stable and did not significantly increase with 526 
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increasing B:C, as is usually observed with acidic catalysts [18,19,73]. This observation is in line 527 

with the ketonization activity observed for the non-condensed vapors analyzed with the μ-Py.  528 

The catalytic treatment increased the HHV from ~30 MJ/kg to ~37 MJ/kg and the effective 529 

hydrogen index (EHI) from ~0.6-0.7 to ~1.1-1.2. This is in excellent agreement with the EHI of 530 

the non-condensed vapors (Table 4). Slightly higher values for the HHV and EHI observed in the 531 

bench scale tests could be a result of longer residence times and the exposure of pyrolysis vapors 532 

to active sites on the inner surface of tubing in the bench-scale system and the char containing ~25 533 

wt.% ash. In contrast, the μ-Py system is quite inert due to the use of quartz tubes and a shorter 534 

char-vapor interaction. 535 

TAN values as low as 0.5 mg KOH/g were obtained, which stresses the selective removal of 536 

acids and brings the TAN levels in the same range as acidic crude oil [80]. Also for repeated tests 537 

to B:C ~4, the TAN of the oil remained very low, indicating catalyst stability for acid conversion 538 

when operated to low B:C. When operated to higher B:C = 10.4 (run F), the TAN had increased 539 

to 3.5 mg KOH/g whereas it was 1.3 mg KOH/g for run C (B:C = 12.7). This indicates that the 540 

capacity for conversion of acids has decreased slightly after repeated reaction/regeneration cycles, 541 

which is likely due to the observed decrease in surface area and basicity (see section 3.1). This is 542 

different from what was observed using the -Py where the conversion of acids was improved 543 

from first to second use. The reason is likely that the catalyst is operated to higher B:C ratio and 544 

experiences a higher level of steam for longer time. 545 

The basic nitrogen content on the other hand increased with deoxygenation (from ~0.4 to 0.6 546 

mass%), which indicates that denitrification is more challenging compared to deoxygenation and 547 

thus nitrogen compounds were concentrated due to the decrease in oil yield by deoxygenation.  548 
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As seen from the weight loss curves during heating of the oils via TGA (see Fig. S12), the 549 

volatility and stability of the oils during heating improved significantly. The revaporization 550 

efficiency [56,57] stated in Table 5 indicates how much of the dry organics content in the oil has 551 

volatilized at 350 °C. A significant improvement in revaporization efficiency behavior was 552 

observed from ~70% to 90-99% upon use of Na-Al2O3 catalyst for vapor upgrading, which can be 553 

attributed to the reduced charring tendency and reactivity at lower oxygen content.  554 

Table 5. Properties of the phase-separated bio-oil fraction. 555 

Experiment empty SiC A B C D E F 

B:C  11.0 4.2 7.9 12.7 3.9 4.2 10.4 

Yield of oil phase [wt.% (daf)] 24.6 19.4 9.8 12.6 14.6 12.7 13.5 15.0 

H2O [wt.%] 11.0 14.7 4.5 3.9 4.6 3.3 5.9 9.3 

wt.% N (d.b.) 3.3 1.6 3.1 3.2 3.5 3.4 2.4 3.5 

wt.% C (d.b.) 63.0 69.9 77.8 78.5 78.1 77.5 79.1 78.5 

wt.% H (d.b.) 7.2 7.1 9.6 9.3 9.1 9.5 9.0 9.1 

wt.% O (d.b.) 26.5 21.4 9.5 9.1 9.2 9.6 9.5 8.9 

wt.% S (d.b.) 0.07 0.10 0.35  n.d. 0.15  n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Higher heating value (HHV) [MJ/kg] 27.7  30.5 37.4 37.4 37.0 37.2 37.1 37.2 

EHI 0.59  0.69 1.18 1.14 1.09 1.16 1.16 1.10 

TAN [mg KOH/g] 71.1 54.4 0.5 0.7 1.3 1.0 0.9 3.5 

Basic nitrogen (mass%) 0.40 0.43 n.d. 0.60 0.66 0.54 0.57 0.61 

Revaporization efficiency @350 °C 

(d.b.) 

67 71 99 92 92 99 96 90 

 556 

The relative abundance of the main compound groups detected by GC-MS/FID in the phase 557 

separated aqueous fractions is shown in Fig. 4a. A list of the FID areas of the single compounds 558 

is found in Table S17, along with the FID response correction taken into account for the effective 559 

carbon number of each compound [81]. After upgrading over Na-Al2O3, the aqueous phase 560 

organics analyzed by GC-FID were mainly comprised of ketones (~55-58%) and alcohols (~34-561 

39%), and smaller fractions of phenols (1-4%) and nitrogen containing compounds (1-3%). Acids 562 

such as acetic acid, (methyl-) propanoic acid, butanoic acid, and 2-pyridinecarboxylic acid were 563 
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only present in small percentages of 2-4% even when operated to high B:C >10. The non-catalytic 564 

reference contained significantly more acids (28%). In addition, a high concentration of 565 

hydroxyacetone and small amounts of methoxyphenols and anhydro-sugars (especially 566 

levoglucosan) were observed, which were not detected in the aqueous fractions derived from Na-567 

Al2O3 vapor treatment. Many compounds identified in the aqueous phase of the bench scale tests 568 

were also observed in the non-condensed vapors from the -Py set up (Fig. S8), such as methanol, 569 

ethanol, acetone, hydroxyacetone, acetic and propanoic acid, (methyl)-butanones, pentanones, 570 

(methyl)-cyclopentanones, (di-)methyl-2-cyclopenten-1-ones, (methyl)-phenols and methoxy-571 

phenols. Fig. 4b shows the semi-quantitative yields by multiplying the yield of total organics (d.b.) 572 

in the aqueous phase with the selectivity of identified compounds. Na-Al2O3 clearly reduced the 573 

yield of acids recovered in the aqueous phase, which also correlates with the low TAN of the phase 574 

separated oil phase [19].  575 

The selectivity and yields of compounds detected in the oil phase by GC-MS/FID are shown in 576 

Fig. 4c and d. No acids were detected by GC-MS/FID in the oils obtained with Na-Al2O3, even for 577 

runs to high B:C. Since some acids were detected in the aqueous phase at B:C ~13 and 10, any 578 

small amounts of acids dissolved in the oil-phase may have been below the detection limit of the 579 

gas chromatographic method. On the other hand, phenols are known to contribute to the TAN of 580 

oils [20] and based on the high selectivity to phenols (Fig. 4c) they are likely the main contributors 581 

to the remaining TAN of the bio-oils derived from vapor treatment with Na-Al2O3.  582 

Similar to the considerations made for the -Py (section 3.2), the decrease in liquid yield by the 583 

catalytic treatment and the increased selectivity to ketones may result in similar overall yields of 584 

ketones in the GC-detectable range compared to the non-catalytic case. Therefore, the yield of 585 

ketones in the combined liquid phase (oil and aqueous phase) was further divided into ketones 586 
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with multiple oxygen functionalities and ketones with single oxygen functionalities (see Table 587 

S14). At bench scale, no ketones with multiple oxygen functionalities (group i) were detected by 588 

GC-MS/FID for the liquid obtained after upgrading with Na-Al2O3, while the yield of simple group 589 

ii) ketones was equal or higher compared to the non-catalytic reference case (see Table 6). Since 590 

charring upon heating increases with the oxygen content of oils (see Fig. S11), the presented semi-591 

quantitative yields are likely overestimated for the non-catalytic reference oil/aqueous phase due 592 

to their higher charring propensity. Nevertheless, it is clear that the non-catalytic bio-oil contains 593 

a cocktail of different oxygenated species and especially higher yields of acids and methoxy-594 

phenols while the Na-Al2O3 derived oils mainly contain phenolics and ketones, along with oxygen-595 

free hydrocarbons (between 1.5 and 1.8 wt.% of fed biomass), furans and alcohols.  596 

A list of the 24 most prevalent products (constituting ~90% of the total) that were identified in 597 

the Na-Al2O3 derived bio-oils is provided in Table S18. 17 of these 24 products identified in the 598 

condensed oils have also been identified using the -Py (Fig. S8, Table S1-S11). Table S19 shows 599 

the 20 most prevalent (90% of total) products identified in the bio-oil attained without vapor 600 

treatment in the bench scale reactor. 17 of those 20 compounds were also observed for the 601 

non-condensed pyrolysis vapors obtained using the -Py (Fig. S7, Table S1-S11). Without 602 

catalytic treatment, hydroxyacetone and acetic acid appear amongst the highest concentration of 603 

compounds for both the non-condensed vapors from the -Py and the condensed bio-oil from the 604 

bench-Py. As such, there is good agreement in the chemical composition between non-condensed 605 

vapors and condensed oils. However, we note that significantly less aldehydes were detected in 606 

the condensed non-catalytic pyrolysis oil compared to the non-condensed vapors. Aldehydes are 607 

highly reactive and it is therefore likely that aldehydes further reacted/polymerized after 608 

condensation.  609 
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No methoxy-phenols were detected in the bio-oils from catalytic treatment with Na-Al2O3 while 610 

methoxy-phenols were found to break through in the non-condensed vapors at B:C >2 using the 611 

-Py. This observation is attributed to higher conversions obtained in bench scale due to the lower 612 

ratio of vapor flowrate to catalyst mass. The removal of the methoxy-groups from methoxy-613 

phenols is in line with higher yields of phenols compared to the non-catalytic reference.  614 

 615 

Fig. 4 (a) Selectivity of compounds (grouped) in aqueous phase analyzed by GC-MS/FID. (b) Semi-616 
quantitative yields of compounds in aqueous phase. (c) Selectivity of compounds (grouped) in oil phase 617 
analyzed by GC-MS/FID. (d) Semi-quantitative yields of compounds in oil phase.  618 

Table 6. Product yields (wt.% of fed biomass (daf)) of ketones detected in the condensed liquid from 619 
bench-Py. Group i) ketones contain multiple oxygen functionalities while group ii) ketones contain only a 620 
single ketone group (see Table S14). 621 
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Two-dimensional GC x GC analysis allows a more comprehensive characterization of bio-oil 623 

based on the spatial separation of polar and nonpolar compounds. The 2D GC x GC plots for the 624 

non-catalytic bio-oil and the bio-oil obtained from vapor upgrading at run E (B:C ~4) are shown 625 

in Fig. S13-S14. The integration results of the different regions in the two-dimensional plots are 626 

summarized in Table 7. Compared to the non-catalytic reference, the oil obtained from vapor 627 

treatment with Na-Al2O3 shows increased concentrations of oxygen-free hydrocarbons such as 628 

aromatics and paraffins/napthenes. The concentration of carboxylic acids dropped from 5.5% to 629 

0.1%, in agreement with the severe reduction in TAN (Table 5) and one-dimensional GC-MS/FID 630 

(Fig. 4) analysis. Likewise, increased contributions of aliphatic ketones (from 3.6 to 14.3%) and a 631 

reduction in the concentration of methoxy-phenols (from 10 to 4.4%) agree with the observations 632 

made with 1D GC-MS/FID (Fig. 4).  633 

Table 7. Integration results from GC × GC-FID analysis of the bio-oils. 634 

  

non-

catalytic 

run E 

(B:C ~4) 

paraffins/naphthenes 7.1 11.9 

alkylbenzenes/naphthenobenzenes 3.9 8.5 

diAromatics/triAromatics/Biphenyls  1.4 7.5 

carboxylic acids 5.5 0.1 

pyrroles/nitriles 1.3 0.6 

pentanones/hexanones 14.0 7.1 

aliphatic ketone/other aliphatic oxygenates 3.6 14.3 

indanones/benzofurans/dibenzofuranes 7.3 11.0 

furanones/furfuryl alcohols 2.3 0.1 

phenols/methoxybenzenes 29.6 30.9 

dihydroxylated benzenes 6.2 0.5 

hydroxylated two/three-ring aromatics  7.8 3.1 

methoxy-phenols 10.0 4.4 

 635 

While gas-chromatographic methods provide single-compound information, they only analyze the 636 

more volatile compounds of the oils since compounds may char at the injection port (~280 °C) or 637 

have a higher boiling point temperature (Fig. S12). For analysis of the whole oil composition, 13C 638 
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NMR characterization was performed for the non-treated bio-oil and two bio-oils obtained by 639 

vapor treatment to B:C ~4 and B:C ~10 using 100 g of Na-Al2O3 at 500 °C (Table 8, Fig. S15). 640 

Note that the two oils were obtained towards the end of the test series, i.e. after the catalyst had 641 

undergone four or five reaction/regeneration cycles. Despite slight differences in the chemical shift 642 

assignment, the 13C NMR analysis of the non-catalytic reference oil agrees well with the 13C NMR 643 

analysis reported by Negahdar et al. [63] for wheat straw FP oil, which showed 35.7% alkyl C 644 

(54–1 ppm), 12.4% carbonyl (215–163 ppm), 5.6% carbohydrates (103–70 ppm), and 30.1% 645 

aromatics (163–103 ppm). The vapor treatment with Na-Al2O3 reduced the contribution of 646 

carbonyls from ~15% to ~11% and the contribution of aromatic C–O was reduced from ~13 to 7-647 

8%. Nguyen et al. [46] reported that the upgraded oil from treatment of pine FP vapors with 20 648 

wt.% Na2CO3/-Al2O3 catalyst contained a high amount of carbonyl components in the bio-oil, 649 

which can cause stability problems owing to condensation reactions with alcohols/phenols. The 650 

present 13C NMR analysis shows that for upgrading of wheat straw derived FP vapors using the 651 

Na-Al2O3 catalyst the concentration of carbonyl and phenols was reduced by the catalytic 652 

treatment, implying improved stability. However, carbonyls were not very effectively removed 653 

with Na-Al2O3, which is in agreement with a high yield of ketones observed with the μ-Py (Fig. 654 

2, Table 3) and the GC analysis of the condensed aqueous and oil phase (Fig. 4). The almost 655 

complete removal of acids and increased CO2 yields suggests ketonization, and the ketones were 656 

not efficiently deoxygenated further over the Na-Al2O3 catalyst. It is worth mentioning that the 657 

increase in aliphatics detected by NMR could indicate the presence of long aliphatic chains (with 658 

or without oxygen functionality) and more methyl-groups, which in combination with the 659 

increased concentration of aliphatic ketones detected by GC x GC analysis agrees with the 660 
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increased concentration of methylated cyclopentenones and long chain aliphatic ketones observed 661 

with the -Py. 662 

The sum of aromatic C-C and C-H contributions increased by the catalytic treatment from ~25% 663 

for the non-catalytic case to ~28–29% (in agreement with higher yields of MAR and PH observed 664 

by GC-MS/FID, Table 5), along with a clear increase in the aliphatic C–H contribution from ~32% 665 

to ~50%. The catalytic treatment reduced the aliphatic C–O contribution from ~11 to ~2% and 666 

methoxy groups were practically removed completely. While a slight increase in aromatic C–O 667 

and methoxy groups is observed when comparing the oils obtained at B:C ~4 and B:C ~10, the 668 

oils are surprisingly similar, which indicates that the Na-Al2O3 catalyst can maintain its catalytic 669 

performance up to high B:C ratios.  670 

Table 8. Carbon percentage based on the 13C NMR analysis of bio-oils. 671 

 - 

Na-Al2O3, 

B:C ~4 

Na-Al2O3, 

B:C ~10 

Carbonyl (215–166.5 ppm) 14.6% 11.2% 10.7% 

Aromatic C–O (166.5–142 ppm) 12.5% 6.9% 8.2% 

Aromatic C–C (142–132/125 ppm)a 7.5% 4.8% 5.1% 

Aromatic C–H (132/125–95.8 ppm)a 17.9% 23.0% 24.3% 

Aliphatic C–O (95.8–60.8 ppm) 10.6% 2.2% 2.2% 

Methoxy (60.8–55.2) 5.0% 0.4% 0.6% 

Aliphatic C–H (55.2–0 ppm, with exclusion of solvent) 31.8% 51.4% 48.8% 
aFor catalytically treated pyrolysis oils, the border between aromatic C–C and aromatic C–H was moved downfield 672 

from 125 ppm to 132 ppm following the recommendation of Happs et al. [59] 673 

Compared to 1D NMR spectra required for quantification, 2D NMR spectra lower the likelihood 674 

of overlapping because the signals are spread out into two dimensions. The heteronuclear single-675 

quantum correlation spectroscopy (HSQC) correlates chemical shifts of carbons and protons in a 676 

phase sensitive way. The 2D HSQC spectra are provided in Fig. S16. Oils obtained from the 677 

catalytic vapor treatment with Na-Al2O3 showed a clear reduction in -CH-O- and -O-CH-O- 678 

groups, mainly present in sugars. In addition, a clear reduction in aldehydes is observed. For the 679 
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oil collected at B:C ~10, a slightly higher contribution of -CH-O-, -O-CH-O-, and aldehyde groups 680 

is noted compared to B:C ~4; however the concentration of these groups at B:C ~10 was still 681 

clearly lower compared to the non-catalytic reference.  682 

3.5 Coke on catalyst 683 

The combustion of the coke deposits that had accumulated on 2 mg of catalyst (tested at the -684 

Py) was monitored by thermogravimetric analysis (Fig. 5). Coke deposits on Na-Al2O3 (5.9 wt.% 685 

of C per coke-free catalyst) combusted at ~100 °C lower temperature compared to -Al2O3 (8.0 686 

wt.% of C per coke-free catalyst), which can be attributed to a combustion catalytic effect of Na 687 

[82]. In combination with the lower coke yields observed after Na incorporation (Table 4), this 688 

demonstrates that the Na incorporation could decrease regeneration time.  689 

 690 

Fig. 5. Derivative curves of weight loss (DTG) during combustion of coke deposits on 2 mg of catalyst. 691 
The coke deposited on the catalyst during upgrading of wheat straw FP vapors (B:C ~4) in a -Py. Reaction 692 
atmosphere during coke combustion: 20 vol.% O2 in argon, heating rate: 10 °C/min.  693 

Fig. 6 compares the coking propensity (in terms of deposited mass of carbon per coke-free 694 

catalyst) for different catalysts from the bench scale pyrolyzer as a function of increasing B:C 695 

ratios. When using Na-Al2O3 for vapor treatment, the first test at B:C ~4 (run A) formed more 696 

coke compared to later repetitions at B:C ~4 (run D+E), which is tentatively attributed to the 697 

observed decrease in the amount of basic sites and surface area. Our earlier works  [18,19,73] 698 
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indicated that increased catalyst loadings resulted in increased amounts of coke deposited per mass 699 

of catalyst (compared at the same B:C). In earlier work [19] the coke deposition on -Al2O3 was 700 

determined for ~180 and ~40 g, while in this work 100 g of Na-Al2O3 was tested. As seen from 701 

Fig. 6, the coking propensity of Na-Al2O3 appears in the same range as for alumina and about 702 

twice as high compared to HZSM-5 zeolite. While for the initial tests (A+B) the coking propensity 703 

for 100 g Na-Al2O3 was higher compared to using ~180 g -Al2O3, later tests (D-F) indicate a 704 

coking propensity similar to ~40 g -Al2O3, which suggests that for the same mass of catalyst the 705 

‘equilibrated’ Na-Al2O3 has a slightly lower coking propensity compared to -Al2O3. It is well 706 

known that sodium and potassium are very reactive towards steam gasification of char [83]. Under 707 

reaction conditions, the moisture introduced by the biomass (~9 wt.%) and the water produced 708 

from dehydration reactions occurring during catalytic vapor upgrading contribute to a high steam 709 

partial pressure (~14%). While gasification usually operates at >800 °C, we tested to what extent 710 

coke gasification catalyzed by Na occurs at the reaction temperature of ~500-530 °C applied in 711 

this work. To this end, steam (~36 vol.%) was passed over a coked Na-Al2O3 catalysts with ~32 712 

wt.% coke/catalyst that was recovered after test F (B:C ~10) while increasing the catalyst 713 

temperature from 120 °C to 550 °C at 2 °C/min. Monitoring the gas species during the temperature 714 

ramp (Fig. S17) confirmed that towards the reaction temperature applied for the vapor upgrading, 715 

appreciable coke gasification reactions take place over the Na-Al2O3 catalyst. Besides CO2, also 716 

CO, small hydrocarbons (mainly methane), and H2 were observed, especially towards increased 717 

temperature. H2 may be the product from gasification and/or WGS. While the steam concentration 718 

was ~14% under reaction conditions in this study, at full scale less nitrogen carrier gas and thus 719 

higher steam loadings are expected.  720 
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For the coked catalyst collected after run F (B:C = 10.4), the surface area had decreased from 721 

~100 m2/g (coke-free catalyst) to 53 m2/g (coked catalyst), and the pore volume had decreased 722 

from ~0.28 to 0.11 cc/g, indicating that the coke had filled ~0.17 cc/g of the pores. While the pore 723 

volume decreased, there was no significant shift in the pore width centered at ~105 Å (see Fig. 724 

S3). Nguyen et al. [46] found that the coke species contained a high oxygen content of ~42 wt.% 725 

due to the oligomerization of pyrolysis vapor oxygenates. In contrast to their findings, our results 726 

showed that the coke deposited on Na-Al2O3 from upgrading of wheat straw FP vapors at bench 727 

scale contained 94 wt.% C, 2 wt.% H, and only ~4 wt.% oxygen (by difference). In agreement 728 

with the lower combustion temperature for regeneration of Na-Al2O3 compared to -Al2O3 used at 729 

the -Py (Fig. 5), the evolution of CO/CO2 during regeneration of Na-Al2O3 used at bench scale 730 

occurred at lower temperatures compared to the regeneration of Al2O3 (see Fig. S18).  731 

 732 

Fig. 6. Deposited mass of carbon in coke per coke-free catalyst for different catalysts and increasing B:C 733 
ratios for the bench scale pyrolyzer set-up. The letter next to the data points obtained with Na-Al2O3 734 
indicates the order in which the experiments were performed. Data points for -Al2O3 and HZSM-5 have 735 
been reported in earlier works [19,73].  736 
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3.6 Catalyst stability 737 

SEM-EDX analysis showed that for the fresh catalyst the Na is homogenously distributed (Fig. 738 

7a) on the -Al2O3 support, in agreement with literature [46]. Please note that the color intensity 739 

in Fig. 7 is not representative of the quantitative elemental composition of the sample. Further 740 

SEM-EDX examples showing the distribution of Al, O, and Na are provided in Fig. S19.  741 

The catalyst underwent six cycles of reaction and regeneration, with a nominal set-point of 500 742 

and 550 °C, respectively. Due to exothermic reactions during vapor upgrading and coke 743 

combustion, the catalyst experienced a maximum temperature of ~530 °C and ~570 °C during the 744 

reaction and regeneration, respectively. The biomass introduced moisture and the pyrolysis 745 

reactions produce steam during FP operation, while during regeneration steam is produced via 746 

combustion of hydrogen in the coke. It can be seen from Fig. 7b and Fig. S19 that also after the 747 

exposure to hydrothermal conditions during reaction/regeneration the Na was homogeneously 748 

dispersed on the -Al2O3 support at micron length scale. The surface area of Na-Al2O3 slightly 749 

decreased after six reaction/regeneration cycles from 125 m2/g to 100 m2/g, which may indicate 750 

sintering of the alumina.  751 

In order to ensure that no Na species were lost due to volatilization during reaction and 752 

regeneration, the Na content was re-analyzed after the test series. In addition, the used catalyst was 753 

analyzed for components that are present in high concentrations in the biomass ash (Ca, K, and 754 

Mg). As shown in Table 9, no reduction in Na content has occurred—in agreement with others 755 

[45]— and any accumulation of biomass ash components was successfully prevented by the ex-756 

situ configuration of the catalyst bed with an upstream hot gas filtration at 350 °C.   757 
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 758 

  

Fig. 7. SEM-EDX images of Na-Al2O3 catalyst (a) pre-reaction and (b) post-reaction. The color intensity 759 
is not representative for the quantitative elemental composition of the sample.  760 

Table 9. Elemental analysis by XRF of Na-Al2O3 catalyst before and after test series.  761 

  Al (wt.%) Si (wt.%) Na (wt.%) Ca (wt.%) K (wt.%) Mg (wt.%) 

Na-Al2O3 43.6 n.d. 9.55 n.d. n.d. n.d. 

Na-Al2O3-6u-6r† 41.3 0.1 10.6 <0.05 <0.04 0.00 
†The suffix ‘6u-6r’ indicates that the catalyst was used for six cycles of vapor upgrading and regeneration.  762 

For the basicity probed by CO2-TPD, the adsorption of CO2 was conducted at 50 °C. In order to 763 

investigate any differences in the CO2 chemisorption capability under operating conditions 764 

(500 °C) after six reaction-regeneration cycles, the evolving CO2 during heating to 600 °C was 765 

monitored. The results of this investigation are shown in Fig. S20. Two distinct CO2 desorption 766 

peaks at ~250 °C and ~330 °C were observed for the calcined Na-Al2O3, which had been exposed 767 

to air, in agreement with weight losses at similar temperatures observed with the TGA (Fig. S5). 768 

After lowering the sample temperature to 500 °C, adsorption of CO2 (in 100 % CO2) and flushing 769 

of weakly adsorbed CO2 in helium, the further increase in temperature showed a clear release of 770 

CO2 at ~590 °C (see Fig. S20). This sequence was repeated twice for the same Na-Al2O3 catalyst 771 

after being exposed to ambient air over night, by which CO2 was re-adsorbed. As seen from Fig. 772 

S20, the calcined Na-Al2O3 catalyst gradually lost its capacity for CO2 adsorption from ambient 773 
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air, whereas the CO2 adsorption capacity at 500 °C remained at a similar level. Similarly, for the 774 

sample obtained after six reaction-regeneration cycles, there was less CO2 desorption during the 775 

initial heating ramp, while the catalyst still showed a good uptake of CO2 at 500 °C. For Al2O3 on 776 

the other hand, the adsorption of CO2 from ambient air and under reaction conditions was 777 

significantly less (Fig. S20). 778 

The concentration of CO2 measured during the in situ XRD tests with the calcined Na-Al2O3 and 779 

Na-Al2O3-u6-r6 is shown in Fig. S21. In agreement with Fig. S20, the fresh sample and Na-Al2O3-780 

u6-r6 have a similar capacity for CO2 adsorption at 500 °C, indicating that this feature of the 781 

catalyst is stable under the applied reaction and regeneration conditions. 782 

The XRD patterns obtained during the situ XRD test are shown in Fig. S22 and S23, and a 783 

selection of the in situ XRD patterns are shown in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9. For both samples, there was 784 

no drastic shift in peak positions over the course of the experiment, but no single phase was found 785 

that would fit all the additional Bragg reflections. The prominent peaks observed at ~15.6° and 786 

~32.2° for the XRD pattern that was acquired in ambient air using the pressed pellet (Fig. S6) were 787 

absent when the same sample was analyzed in powder form using the in situ XRD apparatus. This 788 

difference is tentatively attributed to differences in ambient humidity and thus the extent of 789 

hydration of Na-related species on the sample, e.g. the prominent peaks observed at ~15.6° and 790 

~32.2° may correspond to NaOH and hydrated Na2CO3, respectively.  791 

After CO2 adsorption at 500 °C using the in situ XRD, two new peaks, likely related to Na2CO3, 792 

appeared at 27.2° and 33.7° for the calcined sample, which then disappeared again once heated 793 

further to 600 °C in He. For the Na-Al2O3-u6-r6 sample, this feature could not be discerned, even 794 

though at 500 °C it had adsorbed a similar level of CO2 (see Fig. S21). This could indicate a 795 

decrease in crystallite-size of the Na2CO3-related phase after six reaction-regeneration cycles or 796 
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the binding of CO2 to a different phase. At high temperature of 600 °C and He flow, the intensity 797 

of the peak at ~26.7° increased for the fresh sample, while this effect was less pronounced for Na-798 

Al2O3-u6-r6. Furthermore, the intensity of peaks at 20.4° and 29.8° was much higher for sample 799 

Na-Al2O3-u6-r6 compared to the calcined sample, and Na-Al2O3-u6-r6 showed a much higher 800 

intensity of the three peaks in the region 33–35° (see Fig. 9), indicating that differences in the 801 

distribution between different phases have occurred during the six reaction-regeneration cycles. 802 

 803 

Fig. 8. XRD patterns acquired at the indicated temperature and reaction atmosphere for the calcined Na-804 
Al2O3 catalyst. The peak appearing at high temperature of 600 °C under He atmosphere is marked in a red 805 
ring, and the peak appearing with CO2 adsorption at 500 °C is marked in a blue ring.  806 
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 807 

Fig. 9. XRD patterns acquired at the indicated temperature and reaction atmosphere for Na-Al2O3 catalyst 808 
after six reaction-regeneration cycles. 809 

3.7 Performance of Na-Al2O3 in comparison with acidic catalysts 810 

Fig. 10a shows the degree of vapor deoxygenation (DOD) and the relative energy recovery of 811 

the vapors compared to a non-catalytic reference case for the -Py study. For -Al2O3, ~30% DOD 812 

was obtained for the first vapor pulse at ~50% energy recovery of the vapors. With increasing B:C, 813 

the DOD continuously decreased while the energy recovery of the vapors increased. For Na-Al2O3, 814 

on the other hand, the initial DOD was lower at ~22%. Importantly however, it remained stable 815 

for increasing B:C.  816 

It is of interest to compare the performance of the Na-Al2O3 tested in the bench-Py to other acidic 817 

catalysts. In earlier work [19,73], we reported the performance of HZSM-5, -Al2O3, mesoporous 818 

HZSM-5, and HZSM-5/-Al2O3 for upgrading of wheat straw FP vapors. In comparison with these 819 

catalysts, Fig. 10b shows the degree of deoxygenation (DOD) obtained in the collected bio-oil and 820 

their energy recovery with respect to a non-catalytic reference case (empty catalytic reactor at 500 821 

°C). For acidic catalysts, with operation to increasing B:C the energy recovery of the oil increased 822 

while the DOD clearly decreased. For Na-Al2O3, however, the DOD remained stable between 60 823 
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to 70%, even when operated to quite high B:C of ~13. This allowed outperforming the acidic 824 

catalysts, since about 10% higher energy recovery was obtained for the same DOD of ~60%.  825 

While overall higher deoxygenation was obtained at bench-Py due to the higher ratio of catalyst 826 

mass to vapor flowrate, we find that the -Py can provide reasonable indications for the trends in 827 

deoxygenation performance of different catalysts. When Na-Al2O3 was tested at the bench-Py, it 828 

is interesting to note that the oil yield (see Table 5) and thus the energy recovery increased for the 829 

same B:C of 4 after repeated use. This observation correlated with decreased yields of coke and 830 

gas after repeated use (see Fig. 3). Nguyen et al. [51] found the deoxygenation activity of the 25 831 

wt.%Na2CO3/γ-Al2O3 catalyst comparable to HZSM-5 (Si/Al ~ 15), albeit the Na-Al2O3 catalyst 832 

showed a higher coke yield (4.1 wt.%) compared to HZSM-5 (2.3 wt.%) and a lower yield of 833 

organic fraction (26.2 wt.% vs. 27.8 wt.%).  834 

Fig. 11 shows the obtained TAN of the collected bio-oils from upgrading with Na-Al2O3 and 835 

solid acid catalysts [19,73] with the cumulative B:C ratio to which the process was operated and 836 

the corresponding yield of oil fraction. As seen from Fig. 11a, in comparison to the reference acidic 837 

catalysts the bio-oil obtained from vapor treatment with Na-Al2O3 has a lower TAN for the whole 838 

range of B:C 4–13. Importantly, for a given TAN of the bio-oil, higher oil yields were obtained 839 

with Na-Al2O3 compared to using acidic catalysts (Fig. 11b).  840 
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 841 

Fig. 10. Relative deoxygenation and energy recovery of (a) non-condensed vapors in -Py and (b) of the 842 
condensed oil phase including C4+ gas compounds compared to a non-catalytic reference in bench scale. 843 
Note the difference axes scaling in Fig. 10a and b. Data points for acidic catalysts shown in Fig. 10b have 844 
been reported in earlier works [19,73]. For brevity, the results obtained with different HZSM-5 with Si/Al 845 
of 15, 27, and 40 are represented in one symbol.  846 

 847 

 848 

Fig. 11. (a) Total acid number (TAN) of collected oils as a function of cumulative biomass-to-catalyst ratio. 849 
(b) TAN as a function of oil yield. The yield and TAN of the bio-oil without vapor treatment was 25 wt.% 850 
and 71 mg KOH/g, respectively.  851 
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4 CONCLUSIONS 852 

The upgrading of pyrolysis oil by using Na-doped -Al2O3 as a catalyst for deoxygenation of 853 

wheat straw fast pyrolysis vapors was investigated by analytical pyrolysis (-Py) and a larger 854 

bench scale pyrolysis unit. Na impregnation of mesoporous -Al2O3 influenced the textural and 855 

chemical properties; in particular, the surface area and acidity decreased, while basicity was added. 856 

The Na species were well distributed over the support. By using the -Py, the effect of catalyst 857 

deactivation on the change in product composition was monitored for the non-condensed vapors. 858 

Acids were effectively converted up to higher biomass-to-catalyst ratios for Na-Al2O3 compared 859 

to -Al2O3. The high yield of ketones and CO2 strongly suggested ketonization-activity, which was 860 

confirmed by feeding carboxylic acid model compounds. No permanent catalyst deactivation was 861 

observed after a single regeneration. The yield of coke was lower than for -Al2O3, possibly due 862 

to Na-catalyzed gasification by steam during operation, and regeneration by combustion was 863 

shifted to lower temperatures, similarly catalyzed by Na. 864 

Bench scale tests using 100 g of catalysts allowed assessing the fuel properties and energy 865 

recovery of condensed pyrolysis oil, which are relevant parameters for industrial applications. 866 

When operated to a biomass to catalyst ratio (B:C) of ~4 g/g, the bio-oil had remarkably low TAN 867 

of ~1 mg KOH/g and a 65% lower oxygen content compared to a non-catalytic oil. The catalyst 868 

activity for acid conversion was stable for multiple reaction/regenerations cycles and the Na 869 

remained well dispersed on the support despite the hydrothermal conditions of ~530 °C during 870 

reaction and ~570 °C during regeneration. However, compared to the freshly calcined catalyst, a 871 

decrease in basicity and an increase in acidity was observed indicating that (part of) the Na was 872 

bound differently after repeated use.  873 
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Compared to acidic catalysts such as -Al2O3 or HZSM-5 zeolite, the oxygen removal with Na-874 

Al2O3 was less severe at low B:C, limited to producing a bio-oil with ~9 wt.% O at the applied 875 

flow to catalyst ratio. This is attributed to the ketonization activity of Na-Al2O3, retaining oxygen 876 

in the formed ketones. However, at energy recoveries of ~60-70% relative to non-treated bio-oil, 877 

the deoxygenation was comparable to the acidic catalysts. The operation to higher B:C ratios up 878 

to 13 maintained a good deoxygenation performance of ~60%, which allowed to achieve ~10% 879 

higher energy recovery of bio-oil compared to the acidic catalysts. For a given TAN, the use of 880 

Na-Al2O3 allowed to operate to higher B:C ratios and provided higher oil yield compared to vapor 881 

treatment with acidic catalysts. As such, the upgrading of biomass derived fast pyrolysis vapors 882 

with Na-Al2O3 poses an economically attractive alternative to zeolites for production of bio-oil 883 

with low corrosion potential, which may be further processed in conventional refineries or directly 884 

applied as a renewable fuel for ship diesel engines. Further studies of Na-Al2O3 to elucidate its 885 

structure, optimal Na content, long-term behavior and processing of the bio-oil in refinery 886 

processes such as FCC and hydroprocessing appear highly relevant.   887 
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